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INTRODUCTION

Human beings live in constant interaction with each other. !e 
relationships we form are the ground upon which we find support, 
nurture, encouragement, love. !ese relationships are also the bonds 
that permit us to conceive and execute plans, projects and actions 
that are beyond our capacity to achieve when acting alone. Human 
life as we now know it begins with and is pursued in our interac-
tions and through our relationships with others. 

!ese everyday moments of shared experience are varied both 
as to scope and scale. Some are close and ongoing; others are more 
distant and sporadic. Some are developed through direct filiation 
as among members of a family; some are sustained through a 
socio-cultural-spiritual commonality, as in the notion of a clan, a 
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band, a tribe or a nation. Some are relationships of high emotion 
(whether of love or hate); some are simply relationships of economic 
enterprise. 

 Despite this variety, almost all relationships are ongoing; 
very few are simply once-o! encounters. A relationship presumes a 
continuing pattern of interaction, projected through time and space. 
Yet all relationships in this world are grounded in a paradox. For a 
relationship to exist there must be recognition that there is a separa-
tion between oneself and others; but the purpose of recognizing the 
separation is to overcome it by acknowledging our interdependence. 

 Of course, the idea of relationships is richer than the mere 
recognition of human interdependence – of the fact that human 
beings live in a social world. To begin, all of us are equally situated in 
a physical world, from which we draw sustenance. In addition, we are 
all situated in a spiritual world, be this built upon a postulate of the 
Creator, of God, or of the “spirit of humanity”. Each of these three 
worlds is interpenetrated by the others. 

Here is an example. Our relationships with each other are often 
shaped by the way in which we conceive, appropriate, divide and share 
what we find in the physical world – plants, minerals, animals. And 
the manner in which we come to understand how this appropria-
tion, division and sharing should be done is deeply influenced by the 
spiritual world we inhabit. Land, and the plants and animals we find 
on the land, are not just things. "ey reflect our relationship with 
our environment, with our territory. A trap-line, a fishing pool, a 
berry-patch and a rice-paddy are places (sites) where we negotiate our 
relationships with the land. "ey are also particularized ways (modes) 
of understanding our relationship to others.

Consider another example. Our relationships with members of our 
community and the degree to which we are prepared to let others lead or 
guide our beliefs and behaviours rests on deep spiritual commitments. 
Respecting and attending to the views of our parents and grandparents 
does not depend exclusively on the knowledge, experience and wisdom 
that they have accumulated. It depends on a conception of the social 
order and human interaction that reinforces (even when it contests) 
traditional values and commitments. In like manner, the decision 
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to organize political life by reference to formalized institutions that 
feature debate and voting rather than by reference to talking circles 
and consensus is a governance choice that cannot be separated from 
commitments to a particular form of social and economic activity. 

 Too often, however, we imagine sharp distinctions between, on 
the one hand, the physical and spiritual dimensions of our lives and, 
on the other hand, the world of our social, political and economic 
relationships. !is is a particular feature of European-derived cultures. 
We see our relationships as discrete, not interpenetrated; we imagine 
that our personal identities can be formed without reference to our 
conceptions of property; and we imagine that we can separate our 
identities as economic actors from our identities as political actors. 

 !e object of this paper is to challenge the claim that aboriginal 
economic autonomy depends on aboriginal collectivities adopting 
the structures of economic and political life originating in European 
experience. Some of these structures may well serve aboriginal collec-
tivities; some may not. !e mere fact of their European origin is not 
a su"cient reason for their adoption, or their rejection. Our goal is to 
take some small steps to imagining the political economy of aboriginal 
collectivities were we to take seriously what we know about the 
inter action between identity, property, economy and governance. We 
develop our argument in four steps, each symbolized by the reproduc-
tive site of a spiritual being: rabbit, raven, snake and turtle. 

First, all agree that everyday life within aboriginal collectivities 
has been significantly shaped through a constant push and pull with 
the wider Canadian society. !e nuances of this relationship are 
complex, dynamic and bivalent. Every judgment about any aspect of 
this relationship itself informs or deforms this ongoing relationship. 
Aboriginal identity and the particular identities of Aboriginal peoples 
are formed and reformed as much through economic structures as 
through political or governance structures. !e rabbit’s warren – a site 
of intense activity, of constant comings and goings, of territory, but of 
engagement beyond – captures the normative mêlée of this continuing 
interaction.

Second, a large part of the di"culty in attempts to understand gross 
economic disparities between aboriginal and non-aboriginal peoples 
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lies in the fact that the framework of analysis has typically been that of 
western trading economies. !ose looking at economic matters assume 
that it is possible to treat the material world (most particularly land 
and that which is found on land) simply as an object of exploitation, 
without any reference to its moral, cultural and spiritual dimensions. 
Only from the vantage point of the raven’s aerie is it possible to see the 
partiality of economic colonialism, without either taking the connec-
tion between these various dimensions for granted, or denying their 
interconnection.

!ird, those who focus exclusively on big political questions as the 
unique avenue to pursue economic autonomy ignore the quandaries 
thrown up by private law economic institutions with which these big 
questions are intermixed. And yet, those who take the connection as 
lock-stepped go too far. For them, the inevitability of assimilation 
is a core belief that enables them to advocate strongly on behalf of 
harmonizing economic policies and in doing so, engage the political 
questions by other means. Both Smith (Wealth of Nations) and Marx 
(Capital) believed that economics and the moral good of human beings 
were inextricably connected. !e image of the complex, interwoven 
passages of a snake’s den reminds us, however, of the partial autonomy 
of private law institutions one from the other, from mega-political 
structures and from an externally imposed aboriginal economic 
modernity. 

Fourth, we claim that fundamental conceptions of aboriginal 
identity deeply shape the possibilities of aboriginal economies, and 
that these shape idea of governance. Issues that arise in lawsuits under 
section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 - treaties, ancestral and 
inherent rights, sovereignty, residential schools, and so on -- tend to 
dominate legal discussion of challenges facing aboriginal collectivi-
ties. !ere is, consequently, a great disconnect between those who are 
working in fields of child welfare law, family law, tax law, property law, 
contract law, tort law, secured transactions law, successions, education, 
health and housing, and those engaged in constitutional litigiation. 
Economic issues have invariably been discussed as matters collateral 
to public law -- an approach that distances economics from identity, 
and holds economics to be tributary to politics. We see the public law/
private law distinction as a false dichotomy. In the idea of the turtle’s 
nest – the living law that is closest to everyday life -- the social and the 
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individual and the public and the private are understood as conjunc-
tive relationships, which together will best facilitate the achievement 
of indigenous economic autonomy.

We conclude with a number of hypotheses about the political 
economy of aboriginal communities and a series of reflections about 
how to manage identity, property and governance in the achievement 
of indigenous economic autonomy.

The rabbit’s warren: identity in  
a trading economy 

 A number of major challenges confront aboriginal collectivities 
that seek to assert their economic autonomy by developing dynamic 
trading economies -- that is, economies that involve the production 
and exchange of goods and services with those beyond their immediate 
community. 

One challenge a!icts all peoples of the world: it is the challenge of 
globalisation. In brief, the challenge is this. Is it possible (or desirable) 
to sustain a local economy that is relatively impermeable to global 
market pressures? Or is the challenge to be able to maintain relative 
political autonomy from external forces in the larger world while 
nonetheless engaging economically? 

"e second challenge is more particular to aboriginal peoples in 
North America: it is the challenge of local knowledge. Under what set 
of conditions is it possible for local aboriginal collectivities to create, 
nurture and develop indigenous enterprises and entrepreneurial activity 
that can compete with business endeavours arising in the investment-
capitalist economies that surround them? 

 "e third challenge has aspects both global and also particular 
to aboriginal peoples in North America: it is the challenge that 
“modernity” poses for “autonomy”. "is challenge has significant 
dimensions in politics, economics and law. What would be the shape 
of the political infrastructure that enables aboriginal collectivities to 
assert territorial sovereignty while at the same time attending to the 
interests and needs of their citizens who do not live in the sovereign 
territory? What types of economic policies relating to matters like 
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capital formation, investment, taxation and redistribution would best 
enable aboriginal collectivities to achieve a greater degree of economic 
autonomy? 

In usual economic assessments, a successful trading economy is 
thought to require at least the following: (1) entrepreneurs (that is, 
people who find satisfaction and stimulation in trading); (2) something 
to exploit and exchange (that is, goods, ideas and services that can be 
traded); (3) a legitimated and stable framework of legal institutions 
(that is, the protection of property, the enforcement of contracts, a 
reliable medium of exchange, confidence in the agents of public order, 
and trust in the impartiality of dispute settlement processes); and (4) 
a commitment to maintaining a healthy political community in the 
face of external pressures from the corrupting forces of carpet-baggers, 
economic exploiters, and organized crime. 

Of course, the presence of these four elements does not alone make 
for a thriving economy. Concepts of property and entrepreneurship are 
not free-standing. !ey are, in no small measure, culturally specific. 
However much the international trading economy is driving the 
mercantile world towards a relatively harmonized system of property, 
business and trade law, local di"erences survive. 

  To note the cultural groundedness of concepts of identity, 
property, economics and governance is to acknowledge that these basic 
conceptions of identity, property, enterprise that shape local economies 
are extremely diverse. It is simply not possible to talk of aboriginal 
understandings of identity, property, enterprise and governance as if 
these were identical in every collectivity. !e plurality of understandings 
operates at several levels, each of which must be addressed. First, time. 
Conceptions change through time. So, for example, the very notion 
of property is not the same today as it was before the transportation 
and communications revolutions of the past 50 years. Second, space. 
Conceptions are multiple in space. So, for example, ideas of property 
may not be the same in every aboriginal territory – southern, northern, 
remote, urban, ex-urban, forested, cleared. !ird, politics. Conceptions 
are not identical even at the same moment and in the same territory. So, 
for example, di"erent conceptions of, say, property permeate discussions 
of economic autonomy within aboriginal collectivities. 
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 !e central puzzles that arise when analysing the political 
economy of aboriginal communities for those that would seek to 
engage with the larger trading economies of their neighbouring 
jurisdictions are two: on the one hand, can western European legal 
forms of entrepreneurship and property be adapted to the needs of 
aboriginal collectivities endeavouring, at the same time, to preserve 
and nurture their rather di"erent conceptions of identity, membership 
and belonging? On the other hand, was the gradual dissociation of 
political sovereignty and governance from collective ownership of land 
a precondition for the development of the modern trading economy 
in Europe, and does this mean that aboriginal collectivities will have to 
separate notions of property in and control over land from sovereignty 
as a prerequisite to development? To a brief consideration of these 
issues we now turn. 

Identity

 However much human beings come to understand who they 
are by reference to relationships, or families or communities, they 
must at the same time have some conception of what it means to be a 
human being. !ey, must, that is, confront the question “who am I?” 

 Over the past several centuries this question has become an 
obsession in western European society (Taylor 1989). !ree historical 
dimensions of this obsession speak to the question of aboriginal 
economic autonomy. To begin, western European states struggled 
to develop an abstract concept of citizenship (or membership) that 
permitted people to see themselves as individuals apart from the 
feudal castes to which they were previously consigned. In addition, the 
idea of land being the anchor of status -- that is the conception of a 
feudal estate as providing structures for the management of all aspects 
of human interaction --was giving way to a conception of land as an 
economic asset to be developed and exploited. A third feature of the 
post-enlightenment period was the change of relationship of people to 
community. A vast transformation of identity occurred with urbaniza-
tion -- which produced a landless proletariat. Wage labour replaced 
yeoman farming as the identifier of political class and action. 

 Because these developments occurred under the cover of their 
“naturalness”, apart from certain Marxist and feminist critiques, little 
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attention has been paid to whether this conception of identity they 
entail can be transplanted into aboriginal collectivities. !e policy 
questions are two: What considerations should aboriginal collec-
tivities take into account when endeavouring to build legal regimes 
appropriate to their political, economic and cultural goals? And, do 
the legal institutions of a trading economy presuppose a conception 
of individuals that is inconsistent with traditional practices and 
values reflected in First Nations’ conceptions of their identities as 
indigenous peoples? 

Property

 However much human beings conceive their relationships 
with others in terms of spiritual interaction, these relationships are 
also mediated through material things. Basic conceptions of property 
-- its forms, its objects, its uses, and its relationship to persons – are 
the tools we use to shape this mediation.

Inevitably, of course, relationships framed through what we call 
property are less intense than those framed by a"ect. Yet because 
property frames relationships of interdependence it often becomes 
a mechanism through which indirect relationships mature into 
relationships of trust. By calling something property we are enabled 
to create and recognize obligations to others through an object beyond 
ourselves. 

 !e central issue about property in a trading economy is the 
extent to which we should abstract from the di"erentiation of things 
to assert a common notion of property. Might it simply be that land 
is not in the same category of things external to people as objects, for 
example? Might it be that ideas (cultural property) are not of the same 
category as manufactured objects? Might it be that animals are not in 
the same category as concrete blocks?

 An initial inquiry, therefore, is to ask whether land can be 
seen as a value (an asset) rather than as a site (a territory). In European 
law, land is a tradable commodity whose economic uses are more 
determinate of its meaning than its symbolic function. For aboriginal 
peoples, however, land is a definition of collective identity, not merely 
a resource. Because land is understood more as sovereignty than 
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property, some of the main questions of governance can be regulated 
through relationships to land, rather than political structures. !e 
policy questions are two: is it possible to imagine land as property 
in a way that is consistent with traditional aboriginal structures of 
identity, enterprise and governance? And, regardless of the answer is 
it possible to imagine allocating the attributes of things and ideas 
other than land in a manner that permits them to be deployed as 
tradable assets? 

Economics 

 However much human beings understand their relation-
ships with others as implying the bilateral mediation of identity 
and property, they inevitably find themselves building relationships 
around common economic projects. Whether the goal is to share a 
resource, to build a new resource, to o"er a service, or to exploit an 
idea, attention has to be given to the forms, structures and activities 
of business enterprises.

 Just as when interaction is directly engaged through personal 
relationships and just as when it is mediated by property or posses-
sions, interaction framed by collaborative institutions implies a 
nexus of belief and commitment – a community. Be the community 
vernacular or cosmopolitan, the same foundations are present. In 
our families, neighbourhoods, workplaces, markets and religious 
and cultural a#liations – to name but a few - we are constantly 
building normative communities and fashioning processes and 
institutions of social solidarity. When this nexus arises in a family, 
the intendments and entitlements of the relationship are narrower, 
but more intense. When it arises in economic institutions, given 
the greater range of intermediated interactions through property, 
the universe of intendments and entitlements is broader, but less 
intense. 

 What forms of business enterprise should be made available 
to crystallize these beliefs and economic commitments? !e market 
model of business enterprise presumes a dissociation of the social 
and the economic. My relative that works for me is no longer my 
relative, but is my employee. !e assets of the business enterprise 
are no longer assets of the family to be shared as need arises, but are 
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the separate assets of the economic enterprise. In noting the relative 
(and di!ering) intensity of any given set of economic relation-
ships it is important to assess: first, what types of commitment, if 
any, may be reconfigured as assets? And second, should types of 
commitment be a!orded a privileged entitlement to performance 
and commitment? 

 Choosing the forms of business enterprise that are best suited 
to a particular economic activity assumes decisions both about identity 
and property. On the one hand, the material form of objects is cast 
abstractly (moveable, immoveable, corporeal, incorporeal) and drives 
characterization, but the form of the interaction (status, contract, 
situation of fact) is controlling. On the other hand, the material 
form of objects drives characterization, but the purpose (enjoyment, 
guaranty) of an interaction complements outcome. "e policy 
challenge is to create institutions that people will accept as regulating 
what they own not to enable them to “exclude”, but as inviting them 
to build “relationships”. 

Governance 

 However much human beings create, build, and exploit 
their personal identities and their property resources in economic 
enterprises, they seek structures of social management by which the 
full range of human potential, including human economic potential, 
can be nourished. Reflection on the role of economic institutions as 
vehicles of social solidarity immediately invites reflection on the role 
of governance institutions as vehicles of joint venturing and conflict 
management.

"e political situation of aboriginal peoples is unique in that it 
vests them with dual citizenship – one based on territory and one based 
on blood-line. Today, federalism has become a common metaphor in 
western law for explaining the manner in which citizens conceive the 
possibility of dual allegiances. In its two main versions, federalism 
permits us to define the territorial scope of the personal and collective 
agency (sometimes called sovereignty) that we claim, and the personal 
conception of the whole (sometimes called national identity) that we 
seek to impose. 
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 But both territorial and personal federalism rest on 
questionable assumptions about individual identity. First, they only 
recognize certain identities. Second, they presume that some of the 
identities that it does acknowledge are more important than others. 
!ird, they tend to essentialize identity for the purposes of giving 
or denying legal recognition. !ere is, however, another conception 
of federalism that is closely tied to notions of identity. Psychological 
federalism accepts that identity is not uni-dimensional; identities are 
cumulative, intersecting, overlapping. Just as important as inquiring 
into how cumulative, intersecting, overlapping personal identities 
can be individuated is asking “who is to decide?” In the end, the 
discovery of identity is for each person to discover and appropriate. 
!ere is no litmus test for identity that can trump self-ascription. 
!e State can only pose hypotheses about how its institutions should 
prima facie, respond to identity claims (Macdonald 2005). 

* * *

Over the last ten years there has been a marked increase in legisla-
tive initiatives aimed at aboriginal economic development. Previously, 
policy was pursued mainly through financial loan and job-skills 
training programmes, which have enjoyed some modest success. 
Now restrictions on the alienation of property, related obstacles to 
secured-credit financing, the lack of direct tax revenue for aboriginal 
collectivities etc. have led several to suggest that only by giving greater 
governance authority to aboriginal collectivities can true economic 
autonomy be achieved. !e goal is to modify the Indian Act so that it 
no longer prevents aboriginal collectivities from creating the conditions 
of prosperity associated with a trading economy. 

 Understanding how First Nations peoples conceive themselves 
as multi-dimensional actors in the di"erent sites of economic activity 
leads to a fine-grained private law analysis of the political economy of 
aboriginal economic autonomy as it actually exists today. For here is 
the point: the economic interaction to which we allude is all happening 
right now, in one form or another, with or without conscious delibera-
tion and acknowledgement. In this light the policy challenge is to 
create governance institutions that mediate between the legal forms 
of a trading economy and aboriginal culture, politics and economics: 
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does modern commercial law rest on a conception of the State and its 
governance institutions su!ciently flexible to permit the elaboration 
of generalized Indigenous rules about property and entrepreneurship? 

The raven’s aerie: inventing “economic man”

 Many discussions of aboriginal economic autonomy make 
explicit use of metaphors drawn from “international development law” 
studies. So, for example, many institutions like the World Bank and the 
IMF conceive themselves as devoted to “developing” modern trading 
economies. Before exploring what aboriginal economic autonomy 
might mean in a globalized world it is instructive to consider how this 
“development” literature frames the central challenges. 

Building on the work of Hernando de Soto (deSoto 2000), some 
scholars in Canada have sought to explore the contribution of private 
law institutions like property, contract, corporations and secured 
transactions for aboriginal economic development (Flanagan and 
Alcantara 2005). "ese studies claim to o#er “a step toward producing 
a more nuanced and realistic portrait of the life of Canada’s aboriginal 
peoples”, yet the primary conclusion they draw merely replicates the 
central premise on which they are based: formal legal recognition of 
individual private property rights is the only way to “yield the maximum 
benefit to Canada’s native people”. In other words, their premise is 
that installing within aboriginal collectivities a private property regime 
that more closely aligns with that of the wider Canadian society holds 
the key to prosperity for members of Canada’s First Nations. 

 In order to test this hypothesis, given our observations above, we 
need to pose a preliminary query: How do the terms “aboriginal” and 
“modernity” function as frames for understanding economic activity? 
"e expression “aboriginal modernity” juxtaposes two seemingly 
opposed ideas. "e concept of modernity is often defined in opposition 
to the pre-modern, the indigenous. Conceived in this way, the question 
becomes: how can one individual inhabit both worlds? "e Supreme 
Court of Canada addressed this question in the person of Grand Chief 
Michael Mitchell (Kanentakeron) (R. v. Mitchell [2001] 1 S.C.R. 911). 
At paragraph 133 of the Supreme Court judgement, Binnie J. described 
what he saw as a walking paradox in the following language:
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[Mitchell-Kanentakeron] lives with a foot simultaneously 
in two cultural communities, each with its own framework 
of legal rights and responsibilities. As Kanentakeron 
he describes learning from his grandfather the spiritual 
practices of the People of the Longhouse, whose roots in 
North America go back perhaps 10,000 years. Yet the name 
Michael Mitchell announces that he is also part of modern 
Canada who watches television from time to time and went 
to high school in Cornwall.

For Justice Binnie, this man is in essence divided. He is part 
indigenous, tied to his Kanien:keha’ka people by “spiritual practices” as 
an expression of their laws. Yet he is also a Canadian citizen, who enjoys 
modern entertainment and is subject to Canada’s laws. At any one time, 
this man is either Mitchell or Kanentakeron – modern or indigenous 
– as he makes his way in the world. In short, Justice Binnie deals with 
this complex identity as a split identity, by building the division into the 
man himself. Mitchell-Kanentakeron is both indigenous and modern, 
but he is never both at the same moment in time.

 !is dual identity expresses itself both at the level of economic 
action and at the level of governance. When a person living on a reserve 
is deemed an Indian, her interactions with o"-reserve individuals, 
corporations and institutions (even on reserve) are governed in minute 
detail by the Indian Act: from buying a car to a starting a business 
to securing a mortgage, the ordinary enactments of legislatures and 
Parliament and the ordinary common law of courts lay out conditions 
to govern the economic activities of status Indians. !e dual identity 
lends itself to di"erent reconciliation strategies. !e person living on 
a reserve may consider herself “a modern” not only when navigating 
the web of Canadian private law, but for all occasions; she may repress 
her indigeneity until it becomes an atrophied remnant, expressed 
ceremonially if at all. Alternatively she may claim status as aboriginal 
even in dealings outside the community as Grand Chief Mitchell-
Kanentakeron sought to do. Finally, she may attempt like Justice 
Binnie suggests she do, to “turn o"” her indigeneity while she deals 
with non-aboriginal people and institutions.

To imagine identity schizophrenically in this way is to sum up 
the complex self by applying simple external markers. Acknowledge 
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the contestable content of those markers and the question shifts from 
what world do we inhabit to what worlds inhabit us? Consider the 
view of the former Chief of the National Council of Aboriginals, 
Dwight Dorey, who rejects outright the dichotomy between modern 
and indigenous, charging that it is only “perverted romanticists [who] 
see modernity and Aboriginality as mutually exclusive.” He argues that 
such a view rests on the mistaken assumption that prior to contact 
“Aboriginal peoples and their economies were local, static, subsistence-
oriented or unresponsive to opportunities for wealth generation” 
(Dorey 2005). Unsurprisingly, a growing body of scholarship is 
concerned with reviewing histories of particular indigenous economic 
practices through the lens of contemporary economic ideology. 
Whatever specific rhetorical ends such historical evidence is intended 
to serve, the underlying objective remains constant: to demonstrate 
that some current or proposed practice is consistent with a people’s 
actions in the past. At issue is authenticity: does acting this way best 
reflect who we understand ourselves to be? 

Viewed in this light, the question of whether an aboriginal 
economic modernity is possible, in all its political, cultural and 
economic complexity, is rightly seen as intensely personal. It is a 
question that Aboriginal peoples must ask themselves. !e construc-
tion and experience of identity are iterative, and thus, mutable. !e 
question for Canadian law is not how to put the rules, processes and 
institutions in place to give rise to the emergence of the “modern 
Indian”. It is to facilitate the collective and individual projects of 
Indigenous persons to engage constructively in a dialogue with self 
and other, so each may be continuously discovering her or his own 
authentic identity, rather than one corresponding to some externally 
imposed calculus (Napoleon 2005). 

 !e question of how Canadian law can serve in this capacity 
is itself iterative and mutable. How this question is understood is 
deeply a"ected by beliefs about the truth of Max Weber’s hypo thesis 
that a paradigm of “formally-rational” law is a precondition to 
economic modernization. Today many contest this paradigm and 
imagine all law, all law-making and all law-makers pluralistically. !e 
fact is aboriginal peoples have been involved with and are engaged in 
economic life in this age we call modernity. !e challenge is imagining 
the steps necessary for aboriginal peoples to become better positioned 
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to experience it in accordance with their own aspirations: an economic 
modernity whose structure both a!ects and is a!ected by the 
endea vours of Canada’s First Nations. Rather than seeing Indigenous 
persons as subjects of “economic modernity”, we look to see them as 
actors involved in shaping economic relationships and conditions that 
reflect their values and aspirations. Moreover, issues of politics, identity 
and economics remind us that any e!orts to enhance the economic 
status quo of indigenous peoples in Canada are in fact tied to struggles 
for recognition. 

*     *     *

Section 35(2) of the Constitution Act of 1982 recognizes the 
“aboriginal peoples of Canada” as including “the Indian, Inuit and 
Métis peoples of Canada.” But this recognition is largely rhetorical, 
without much policy content. Indeed, the Ministry of Indian and 
Northern A!airs continues to deploy a unidirectional approach to 
private law institutions of aboriginal collectivities. Increasingly fed up 
with government initiatives, aboriginal collectivities and individual 
members are actively seeking to build partnerships with non-aboriginal 
businesses. A fine-grained analysis of Canadian private law is essential 
to generating the information needed by aboriginal collectivities to 
make informed governance choices. Rhetorical invocations of public 
law dogma do not speak to the on-the-ground challenges aboriginal 
collectivities face when deciding about the kinds of economies they 
wish to build and develop. 

If one begins with private law regimes, an entirely di!erent assess-
ment of the role of individual property rights for aboriginal economic 
development emerges. "e goal is to examine di!erent configura-
tions of property and property rights in order to canvass the options 
available to aboriginal collectivities seeking to develop their economic 
potential while remaining faithful to their own political aims and 
cultural values. One consequence of this inquiry is the recognition that 
aboriginal peoples had developed sophisticated indigenous economies 
in parallel to those imposed by European colonizers. In the next two 
sections we look, respectively, at aboriginal economic modernity 
from the outside-in – through the lens of Canadian law – and then, 
outwards from an aboriginal legal, social and political perspective. 
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!e aim here is to come to grips with the basic structural components 
of successful aboriginal trading economies, and to analyse how these 
structural components can be generalized into political, economic and 
legal regimes that promote aboriginal economic sovereignty. 

The Snake’s Den: Outside-In As  
“Forced Economic Modernity” 

 !e ideology of economic development reflected in de Soto’s 
work pervades policy analysis and bureaucratic thinking about First 
Nations sovereignty in Ottawa. !e Self-Governance Branch of 
Ministry of Indian and Northern A"airs (INAC), for example, has 
fully and uncritically adopted ‘good governance’ as its paradigm 
for Indian reserves—ironic indeed given their self-titled purpose. 
Recent reforms to the Indian Act regime show how this ideology is 
put into practice to further integrate Indian bands and reserves into 
the Canadian state by municipalizing their sui generis political status. 
Even authors sympathetic to addressing poverty on reserves see little 
alternative other than exiting the comprehensive land claims treaty 
process and accepting delegated powers from INAC (Alcantara 2007).

!e economic lives of registered Indians in Canada are heavily 
regulated. The Indian Act of 1876 has remained remarkably constant 
in its conception of land, resources and property (the economic a"airs) 
of all Indian living on reserves. The Act rests on three economic pillars. 
First, under section 87(1) the personal property and reserve or surren-
dered lands of Indians and bands are exempt from taxation. Second, 
under sections 18-29, real property on reserves is held communally and 
cannot be freely disposed of or seized under legal process. !ird, under 
section 89(1) the “real and personal property of an Indian or band”, 
excluding leasehold interests, is free from “charge, pledge, mortgage, 
attachment, levy, seizure, distress or execution” by outsiders (Cuming 
2005; Ben-Ishai 2006). !ese sections e"ectively isolate reserves from 
the economic life beyond their borders.

 In the mid-1990s, a few Indian bands, mostly from British 
Columbia, and INAC began quietly formulating a set of bills that 
would systematically dismantle the two long-standing pillars of the 
Indian Act on the taxation and alienation of property. !e reforms 
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began when 14 First Nations signed the Framework Agreement on 
First Nations Land Management with the Canadian government 
February 1996. !e agreement would exempt the signatory First 
Nations from key Indian Act provisions relating to reserve land and 
became the First Nations Land Management Act in 1999 (R.S.C. 
1999 : c. 24). !e companion bill was entitled the First Nations Fiscal 
and Statistical Management Act (R.S.C. 2009 : c. 9). !ese reforms 
should be understood in light of the failed First Nation Governance 
Act. In 2001, Minister Nault sought to replace the Indian Act by 
providing First Nations with the “tools for modern governance that 
many non-Aboriginal people take for granted.” (http://www.ainc-inac.
gc.ca/nr/prs/m-a2002/02152bk_e.html). 

While the First Nations Governance Act failed, three later acts 
were passed to achieve a similar purpose. !e First Nations Goods 
and Services Tax Act, 2003 delegates goods and service taxation 
powers to signatory First Nations and overrides s. 87 of the Indian 
Act (R.S.C. 2003 : c. 15, s. 3(1)). As of May 2007, 11 Indian bands 
had introduced the tax and received tax revenues of approximately $5 
million. !e First Nations Oil and Gas and Moneys Management Act, 
2005 bypasses treaties to delegate control over oil and gas revenues to 
signatory First Nations (R.S.C. 2005 : c. 53). Last, the First Nations 
Commercial and Industrial Development Act, 2005 (R.S.C. 2005 : 
c. 48) enables First Nations to ask the federal government to make 
regulations concerning specific commercial and industrial develop-
ment projects on their reserve lands.

Together these statutes permit INAC to delegate significant 
authority over taxation of goods, service and reserve lands to band 
councils. Moreover, FNFSMA creates four distinct administrative bodies 
to sustain and harmonize the new reserve-level regimes and to promote 
private market financing for reserve infrastructure projects. How have 
these legal and institutional changes altered the economic realities on 
reserves, and how, by ricochet have they influenced the manner in which 
debates over identity, recognition and self-determination are framed? 

!e First Nations Tax Commission (FNTC, www.fntc.ca) in 
Kamloops formerly existed as the Indian Taxation Advisory Board. 
It is comprised of 10 commissioners, all appointed by the federal 
government. !e Chief Commissioner is Manny Jules who was 
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responsible for the creation of the Indian Taxation Advisory Board. 
!e Commission’s main function is to review, approve and then 
certify local revenue laws by First Nations. It works with the Minister 
of INAC to suggest future reforms, presumably to deepen its other 
objectives like “sustainable economic development” and promoting a 
harmonized national system. 

 !e First Nations Financial Management Board (FNMB, www.
fnfmb.com) in West Vancouver has 9 to 15 directors appointed to five 
year terms by the federal government. However, the Aboriginal Financial 
O"cers Association of Canada may also appoint up to three additional 
directors. !e Board’s purpose is to assist First Nations with their financial 
management and monitor their work. In particular, it is to review, report 
and then issue certificates of compliance for First Nation’s financial 
management systems. Its decision to award a certificate is final. 

 !e First Nations Finance Authority (FNFA, www.fnfa.ca) in 
Kelowna, British Columbia, is a non-profit corporation run by a board 
of 5 to 11 directors with one year renewable terms. !e Authority’s 
purpose is to help its members borrow by leveraging their expected 
property tax revenues for (i) long-term financing for capital infrastruc-
ture for local on-reserve services, (ii) lease financing for capital assets 
for these services, and (iii) short-term financing to meet cash-flow 
requirements for limited operating or capital purposes or to refinance 
short-term debt. !e Authority also seeks to get the best possible credit 
terms and provide advice and investment services to First Nations 
members as well as borrow money, issue fully-secured securities and 
enter into risk management agreements and related securities powers.

!e First Nations Statistical Institute (FNSI, www.firststats.ca) 
in Ottawa is a Crown corporation managed by a board of 10 to 15 
directors appointed to five year terms by the federal government. FNS 
provides a wide range of statistical services to First Nations and to 
the federal government on the fiscal, economic and social conditions 
of Indians and other First Nations members, members of other 
aboriginal groups, and people residing on reserve lands. It is meant 
to promote “the quality, coherence and compatibility of first nations 
statistics” along provincial and federal standards and in cooperation 
with Statistics Canada.
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 !e picture presented by this legislation is, however, misleading. 
!e federal government retains significant administrative control over 
all four of these institutions. Each must “establish a corporate plan 
and budget for each financial year and submit them to the Minister 
for approval.” Each must also keep detailed books, conduct an annual 
auditor’s report, and issue financial statements in approved form. !e 
Minister must receive the annual report and annual auditor’s report a 
month before the annual meeting of the boards of directors (FSMA 
ss.114-130). In view of this continued policy paternalism, it is worth 
asking how well these institutions stand up to scrutiny under the six 
indicators of good governance announced by the primary institution 
promoting this form of economic development -- the World Bank: 
(1) voice and accountability; (2) political stability; (3) government 
e"ectiveness; (4) regulatory quality; (5) Rule of Law; (6) Control of 
Corruption (World Bank, 2007)? Consider the first, second third and 
fifth of these.

!ere is no question that each of these statutes operate to channel 
the voice of Indians on reserves through the band council upwards 
to INAC. While some bands have negotiated special exceptions for 
‘traditional’ governments with the federal government, the general 
structure of political authority resembles that of Canadian municipal 
governments. !e FNLM and FNFSMA provide for some community 
involvement through consultation processes – for example in enacting 
a land code – but the Minister’s approval continues to be required to 
alienate property. 

Political instability is not uncommon on reserves and INAC 
regularly intervenes in the political a"airs of First Nations by imposing 
co-, or third party management. !e reform legislation deepens 
the Minister’s powers to impose outside control over reserves. For 
example, the Finance Authority may require the FMB to enter into 
co/third-party management of borrowing members who fail to meet 
their payment schedule, and the First Nation Tax Commission may 
review procedural irregularities and, if a deficiency is not remedied, 
may order co-management or third-party management by the FMB.

Good governance requires government to effectively deliver public 
services to its citizens. In this respect, the FNLMA reform seeks to 
focus band councils on that single task by delegating substantial 
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powers to the band council to manage reserve lands, including 
the power to regulate ownership, grant rights or licences, manage 
natural resources, and collect money related to land. !is requires 
a rationalization of the overlapping forms of legal title on reserves – 
from customary claims to certificates of possession. To this end, the 
Minister must create and administer a First Nations Land Register to 
replace the Reserve Land Register of the Indian Act. Band councils 
may make laws to tax “reserve lands, interests in reserve lands or rights 
to occupy, possess or use reserve lands” and to set rates for a property 
tax and business taxes for enterprises located on reserve lands. 

The rule of law provides a stable system of positive rules adjudicated 
by federal courts to limit the excesses of band councils. !e First Nation 
signatories to the FNLMA gain legal capacity to acquire and hold property, 
enter into contracts, sue or be sued, and borrow, spend and invest money. 
!ese codes must also provide for settling disputes by designating a 
forum. !e band council may appoint justices of the peace with appeals 
made to the state court system. All decisions by band councils, however, 
are ultimately subject to judicial review under the Federal Court Act. 
Under the FNLMA, the council may expropriate any reserve land they 
wish subject to a judicially determined “fair compensation.” 

*      *      *

!e above review reveals that a particular developmental approach 
to economic autonomy – what can be called the outside-in approach 
– does not really lead to advances in the political project of aboriginal 
self-government. To date it has not succeeded in generating aboriginal 
legal institutions of market economies or the political infrastructures 
necessary to ensure: (1) that entrepreneurship in a trading economy 
can rely on the protection of property, the enforcement of contracts, 
the good faith of agents of public order, and the impartiality of 
dispute settlement institutions; and (2) that governance institutions 
are su"ciently strong to resist the corrupting forces of economic 
exploiters and organized crime. Governance decisions even among 
bands that have signed onto these IANC-driven processes of the past 
dozen years are still subject to the supervisory authority not only of 
new aboriginal governance and advisory institutions, but of the federal 
Minister of INAC.
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The Turtle’s Nest: Inside-Out As “Indigenous 
Economic Autonomy” 

 It goes without saying that if the economic relations of a polity 
shape, and are shaped by, its collective identity, then politics is inextri-
cably bound up in the choice of economic legal order: the politics of 
recognition cannot be dissociated from the politics of development. 
Interestingly, the bands that have been most receptive to INAC 
proposals have either recently negotiated modern self-government 
treaties or have been in B.C., the area of Canada where, historically, 
the fewest bands had signed treaties with the British Crown. Moreover, 
of the four FNFSMA bodies, three are chaired by the members of the 
same First Nations in British Columbia and are located in or near that 
First Nation. 

!is fact is revealing for a number of reasons. !e most important 
is the light it sheds on the key implicit claim of the politics of develop-
ment: good government means good government. In other words, 
responsible, accountable, e"ective and uncorrupted band councils 
are necessary and su#cient for reaping the development benefits of 
good governance. While the legislative flurry of the past dozen years 
has been nourished by, and assessed as against, a series of programmes 
and proposals for international development emanating from the 
World Bank, the Harvard Indian Project (HIP) o"ers a much more 
nuanced view of the conditions for e"ective governance and economic 
expansion. Scholars in that programme claim that it is good governance 
adapted to traditional forms of governance that is the single greatest 
causal factor explaining the relative economic success of most U.S. 
Indian tribes (Harvard 2007).

!e aim in this section is to explore that hypothesis by inquiring 
into the on-the-ground outcomes of recent legislative reform. Doing 
so will o"er insight into and understanding of the basic structural 
components of successful aboriginal trading economies. It will also 
provide a context for analysing how these structural components might 
be generalized into political, economic and legal regimes that promote 
aboriginal economic sovereignty. 

 Returning to the self-governing and British Columbian First 
Nations in Canada, the Harvard thesis seems prima facie to hold. While 
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we have not undertaken a comprehensive review, it seems evident that 
the poorest, most dysfunctional reserves have not opted to sign up for 
the reform legislation. !is seems to support the ‘good governance’ 
thesis above. Yet this conclusion mistakes a symptom for a cause. !e 
relative ‘good governance’ within participating reserves can equally be 
seen as a symptom of relative neglect by the federal government. Of 
course, this is a relative statement since all Indian bands have felt the 
bureaucratic hand of INAC for some part of their history. But the 
basic point remains that those First Nations now adopting the reform 
legislation are by far those that have spent the least amount of time 
governed by the Indian Act, and thus have best salvaged their distinct 
political structures. 

!e above claim is di"erent from that made by the HIP. !e 
Harvard Project argues for state-centric hybrid governance in which 
Indian tribes are ruled as ‘domestic dependent nations’ by the Bureau 
of Indian A"airs (BIA). Within that framework they are granted the 
power to alter uniform governance structures to accord to a repressed 
indigenous tradition, but they may not govern themselves as if 
they were a distinct polity with its own exclusively self-determined 
(‘traditional’) norms. As with the INAC structure, the U.S. BIA regime 
is sovereign. It creates the space and authorizes the terms under which 
Indian tribes may exercise authority to modify the state-imposed 
governance regime. 

 !is idea di"ers from one that sees indigenous peoples as forming 
(or capable of re-forming) distinct polities. In such an understanding 
‘self-determination’ centers on the internal politics of an indigenous 
collectivity. For many First Nations in B.C., the ‘good governance’ 
ethos of recent reforms is at best ancillary to their reasons for adopting 
it. Nearly all had, or were in the process, of negotiating comprehensive 
land claims agreements that would recognize their nation-to-nation 
status with the Crown. !ese treaties provide First Nations with the 
sovereignty to reject the governance and economic regimes embodied 
in the Indian Act. Rather than modify a state-imposed governance 
structure to their desired form, the First Nations in question adapt the 
reform legislation to their needs as distinct polities.

For its advocates, from the World Bank to INAC to Flanagan, 
the good governance paradigm is a good in itself. Yet the analysis 
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above helps explain the resistance of most non-B.C. Indian bands to 
the reform legislation and ‘good governance’ in general. What good 
is ‘voice’ when one’s supposed self-taxation is ruled by FNTA? What 
good is ‘political stability’ if it rests, ultimately, on the threat of a federal 
bureaucratic takeover through co-/third party management? Are band 
councils ‘e!ective’ when they strive to meet the burdensome require-
ments of unelected bodies? Is the ‘rule of law’ on reserves simply a 
matter of penalties determined by federal ministries and courts? 

 "ese rhetorical questions invoke the rupture between public 
and private law, between the politics of recognition and the politics 
of development. "e FNLMA expressly does not a!ect Aboriginal 
title within the meaning of section 91 of the Constitution Act, 1867 
and section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982 since it is a “grant” by 
the Crown and not a recognition of title. "e FNFSMA also provides 
an explicit guarantee that it does not “abrogate or derogate from any 
existing aboriginal or treaty rights”. 

*     *     *

Considering the di!erence between imposed aboriginal economic 
modernity, and self-generating indigenous economic autonomy points 
to the importance of identifying, in a language and framework that is 
respectful of diverse aboriginal perspectives, exactly what the components 
of an indigenous economic autonomy are understood to be. It also 
invites inquiry into the question whether this understanding actually 
captures why economic success is being achieved by any particular 
band. To take an example, how do we know whether the usual suspects 
-- resources (economic capital), people (human capital) and public 
institutions (social capital) -- are essential preconditions for economic 
development? How do we know what items should be included in the 
category of tradable goods and services? How do we know what are the 
legal forms by which assets, labour and ideas may be combined into 
successful production? Notwithstanding the theories of development 
economists like deSoto, it is far from clear that these characterizations 
capture the foundations of indigenous legal regimes that best promote 
economic autonomy (Law Commission of Canada, 2006). Indeed, the 
evidence is to the contrary. Inside-out legal institutions appear best 
suited, in a context specific logic, to achieve this result.
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Conclusion

 !e above discussion suggests a number of tentative hypothe ses 
about the relationship among identity, property, economics and 
governance in the construction of aboriginal economic autonomy. !ese, 
of course, need now to be subjected to rigorous empirical testing.

 1. In First Nations communities there is a close connection 
between economic structure, social structure and political structure. 
!ese relationships are not one-way or deterministic. Perceptions 
about identity shape perceptions about property and governance 
institutions. Conceptions of governance reinforce perceptions of 
identity, and institutions of the economy. !e logic of the economy 
and of what counts as property privileges certain understandings of 
personhood, which in turn influence the demands one makes on 
governance institutions. 

 2. !e logic of the world-wide trading economy presumes that, 
at least to some degree, persons will consider themselves as debtors 
and creditors independently of how they see themselves as members of 
families, communities and nations. Regardless of how one configures 
regimes of economic exchange, there will be a movement towards what 
may be called individualism in economic dealings. And as the identity 
of members of First Nations communities is a"ected by economic 
development under a market logic, tolerance for economic disparity 
will increase. 

 3. Explicit recognition that economic activity generates 
economic disparities will generate consequences for political authority. 
For example, one might predict that political institutions will become 
more formalized, more structured and more bureaucratized. !e 
manner and extent to which this occurs will be shaped by particular 
choices that are made in relation to economic institutions.

 4.  For First Nations communities in Canada to make informed 
political choices about the kinds of communities they wish to build 
and develop, the relationships between the economy, identity and 
governance have to be carefully explored with a fine-grained analysis 
of private law institutions. Continued rhetorical invocations of public 
law dogma will not provide the information needed to confront the 
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challenges of “aboriginal economic modernity” and to make these 
fundamental governance choices.

 5.  A better understanding of the influence of non-market 
sources of economic wealth on governance will lead to a better 
appreciation of how this wealth can undermine both the possibility of 
legitimate governance and a public, redistributive economy. One such 
source is government subsidies for which no institutional accountability 
or governance constraints are required – compare this with the tight 
constraints imposed on third-world countries seeking credits from 
the World Bank – and for which internal constraints (such as First 
Nation-organized taxation for public purposes) are not possible. 
Another source of non-market wealth is wealth generated by exploiting 
the market for regulated or illegal activities in the ambient external 
culture and society. Both have the consequence of undermining the 
capacity of First Nations communities to conceive and implement the 
structures of a market-economy. “Homo economicus” exists only in the 
“grey or black” economy, not the legitimate economy. 

 6.  It inevitably follows that First Nations are undermined in 
their capacity to sort out for themselves the conditions under which 
they think that governance is legitimate. Uncertainty about political 
government (band councils versus long houses, for example) means 
that there is increased space for thuggish private government. !is 
uncertainty has a deleterious impact on governance structures that aim 
at redistribution of market-generated wealth. !e consequence is that 
“homo politicus” does not exist in formalized governance structures.
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